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Abstract  
The following is a month-long email exchange in which the editors of Open Ground 
Blog outlined their thoughts and goals for the website. 
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September 27 

Madeline, 

 For our very first “Thoughts & Things” feature, I 
think it makes sense to discuss a bit about who we 
are, our personal goals for the blog, collaborative 
goals, questions for one another, etc. Through this 
exchange, I hope to introduce (and by extension) 
further develop our own understanding of Open 
Ground, its topics, connections to other areas of 
study, and growing relevance within the field of 

contemporary Chinese art. 

While our backgrounds may be slightly different, we both share in this unique experience, 
living and studying in Beijing. Not only does this experience allow us to better understand 
Chinese language, history and culture, but it also gives us greater authority on Chinese art and 
its contemporary condition. 

My own experiences over the past year at Minzu University of China (MUC) have focused on 
the history of modern China. While many have questioned why I have chosen to study history 
rather than specifically "art history," I argue that there is a deeply rooted connection between 
both specializations. One cannot exist without the other, especially within the temporal 
framework of the twentieth century. For example, would socio-political movements such as the 
Great Leap Forward and of course, the Great Proletariat Cultural Revolution, have left the same 
mark on culture without the use of socialist-realist propaganda imagery? As I reflect on 
questions like this one, I believe that a deeper understanding of China's modern social, political, 
and theoretical climate allows for more thoughtful reflection on contemporary issues.  

This research approach shapes the way I think about Open Ground. For me, Open Ground 
strives for topical inclusivity, connecting our own experiences and expertise to other areas of 
study, both geographically and temporally. I want Open Ground to function as a platform for 
artists, curators, scholars and connoisseurs to come together, engaging in discussion and 
debate. I hope to create connections across time and space, encouraging those with disparate 
backgrounds to participate in open dialogue, to challenge one another, and to foster greater 
understanding of China and its contemporary climate.  

This brings me to my first few questions for you. How do your own experiences relate to 
your own goals for Open Ground? Recalling our initial conversations here in Beijing, our 
collaboration on Open Ground began after we both expressed similar interests in creating an 
online presence dedicated to Chinese contemporary art. Of course, this is not a new concept. 
We are both familiar with publications like Leap and Yishu with broadly similar goals. How is 
Open Ground a unique endeavor? What makes it different from other platforms dedicated to the 
subject? 

Ellen  
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Madeline, 
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Ellen 

 

October 1 

Hey Ellen, 

It's interesting that you are approaching contemporary Chinese art from the perspective of 
the history of modern China. In fact, I come from quite a different angle. My first experience 
with anything China-related, including its culture and history, was through contemporary 
Chinese art. In fact, when I got my Master's degree I was initially going to study Italian 
Renaissance art. But once I took a class about contemporary Chinese art, I was hooked and 
decided to write my thesis about it. At that time, my knowledge of China was so minimal that 
I'm sure I misunderstood a lot of what I saw. But it was a great entry-point. Since then I have 
continued to study China's history, culture, and language. I have lived in Beijing off-and-on 
since 2010 and feel like my understanding of contemporary art here is becoming deeper and 
more nuanced.  

Perhaps because I came to the field somewhat late in my educational career and moments 
of total incomprehension in front of a work by a Chinese artist are still quite fresh in my mind 
(which still admittedly happens), questions of cultural translation are always of great interest to 
me. How does the meaning of an artwork change depending on its exhibition context? How does 
it change for the viewer deepening on his/her cultural context and educational background? As 
an American whose parents and grandparents immigrated to the States and who has been 
lucky enough to travel and live abroad many times, I haven't had the opportunity 
to strongly define my own identity based on regional boundaries. But, I have noticed that 
because China has such a long and rich history, with family lineages based in the same area for 
centuries, there are many Chinese artists and critics who are heavily invested in preserving 
aspects of traditional Chinese culture in their own work, while at the same time integrating 
diverse elements from a myriad of local and global encounters. In creating Open Ground I hope 
to open dialogue about cross-cultural translation and the notion of "tradition." I am similarly 
interested in knowing how this tension between "tradition" and the 
contemporary-global operates in other locations and in other time periods. I hope that 
colleagues studying visual culture in other fields will feel free to comment and start a dialogue 
about the artists and exhibitions we feature on this blog, thus creating a network for 
knowledge-creation that allows for looking at each featured work or exhibition from multiple 
angles. 

In terms of what sets Open Ground apart from other online journals such as Leap or Yishu, 
I see it as being a bit more flexible than either of those journals because it is not tied to a printed 
format at all. In this way, readers can continuously contribute to past posts, creating a pattern 
of thought that more closely resembles a web than a stream. It is also admittedly more local in 
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scope in that we, living in Beijing, will primarily be focusing on Beijing-based artists, 
exhibitions, and art-world professionals. However, it has the potential to be incredibly global in 
scope, depending on responses we receive. I think that is a good question though, and I'm 
interested to hear your answer.  

Here are my questions for you: What are your impressions of the contemporary art world 
in Beijing right now? What kinds of questions do you have about this art world that you are 
hoping will be answered by the professionals we interview? What do you think are the benefits 
and limitations of a blog locally routed in the Beijing art-scene, and yet also striving for new 
understanding based on comparisons with other cultures and times? 

Madeline 
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Madeline 

 

October 3  

Madeline,  

I too am interested in extending the reach of Open Ground through interdisciplinary 
dialogue. I like thinking about this project as forming multiple webs of connections, initiated 
and expanded through thoughtful reflection and exchange of ideas, rather than a linear 
transmission of information to a static receiver. Along the lines of your question regarding the 
benefits and limitations of the blog's current scope of interest, I think focusing our efforts on art 
being created in Beijing is a unique endeavor. Many publications find cohesiveness in a single 
topic, which changes issue to issue, perhaps, as a means to not exhaust a singular idea. 
However, I hope our focus on Beijing will provide a clarity and cohesiveness, allowing for deeper 
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and richer investigations of varied artistic practices, exhibitions and general attitudes towards 
art making. Of course, we are in the very early stages of developing Open Ground. Our goals 
and scope may evolve over time, but I am excited to ponder the significance of art making in 
Beijing over an indefinite period of time. I hope this evolution will take place through not only 
our efforts, but also through contributions of our colleagues working within various disciplines, 
space and time.  

We have a unique opportunity to not only study contemporary art, but also live it here in 
Beijing. Therefore, we have exclusive access to the Beijing art world. We may examine our own 
experiences in this moment in time in relationship with other metanarratives that are being 
simultaneously constructed around us. We are able to reach beyond exhibitions staged in 798, 
discovering art colonies, workshops and studios filled with a new generation of contemporary 
artists working both within and beyond the canon. At the same time, we may explore themes in 
contemporary Chinese art with greater depth than previously considered.  

I think that with all the attention that has been placed on contemporary art in China, its 
significance and relationship to the contemporary moment has not been fully considered or 
even understood. It seems that "the market" has become synonymous with art making in 
China. However, I am not convinced that such broad generalizations provide any real insights 
on Chinese art. Like many other aspects of Chinese society, I think its art world is widely 
unknown and often misunderstood. Outsiders see certain artists as champions for ideas and 
politics that correspond to the way we think about China based on our own culture and value 
systems. In the West, throughout history, artists have sought independence from movements 
that came before them, seeking innovative, and often revolutionary new approaches to art 
making. However, in China, artists' relationship to their forbearers is dramatically different. For 
example, after the fall of the Qing Dynasty in 1911 and establishment of the Republic of China, 
artists did not reject traditional painting in favor of "modern" aesthetics corresponding to 
political rhetoric of the period. Rather, as a form of national strengthening, artists embraced 
traditional painting as RÆ, or "national painting." In this way, tradition was adopted as a tool 
to promote nationalism after the birth of the modern Republic.  

Of many questions I have as of late, I am interested in exploring how Chinese artists 
reconcile their "national" and "ethnic" identities, as well as "tradition" and "modernity." 
Recently, I spoke with an artist who told me that while he views himself as culturally Chinese, 
he does not make "contemporary Chinese art." I am curious what "contemporary Chinese art" 
means to different people based on their own history, education and professional experiences. 
Does it have a negative stigma for some? If so, where does it come from?  

Perhaps, this is unanswerable, but what does "contemporary Chinese art" mean to you?  

Ellen 
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Ellen 

 

October 12 

Hi Ellen, 

Yes, I think the definition of "contemporary Chinese art" is an extremely timely and 
weighty question on the minds of many working in the Chinese art world. Ever since 
contemporary Chinese art entered the international art market, the question of the relationship 
between visual expressions of "Chineseness" and contemporary Chinese art's acceptance into 
the market has been a much debated issue. Now, almost 25 years after this change occurred, 
this question is still discussed by many. It seems like the debate is centered around two 
conceptions of "Chinese:" one of which is iconographic, one of which is methodological. More 
recently, I think, the latter is the primary focus. Much like the artist you just mentioned, I have 
also heard people say that such and such a Chinese artist living and working in China is not a 
"contemporary Chinese artist," usually implying that their working method is not in keeping 
with a traditional Chinese method. So, for example, a Chinese artist who went to art school in 
the West and came back to China might be creating "contemporary art" but not "contemporary 
Chinese art." I've heard people say of other Chinese artists, "oh, she/he is not a REAL 
contemporary Chinese artist." I think this nationalistic emphasis is very much rooted in Chinese 
culture and history and cannot be dismissed, despite my very American urges to minimize the 
importance of national heritage as a large part of one’s identity formation. There are dangers in 
defining who is a contemporary Chinese artist and subsequently including or excluding artists 
from this category as a value judgment. As Okwei Enwezor has argued, the expectation that an 
artist from a specific location will express something culturally "pure" and 
"authentic" through their art is both unrealistic and restricting when considering the vast 
amount of global connectivity that has come about as a result of globalization. I think that more 
productive questions in our current context are not "what is contemporary Chinese art?" But 
rather, "what is ‘Chinese?’" "What is ‘tradition?’" and, “who now and historically has had the 
power to answer these questions and shape this discourse?” China is a huge country with a 
variety of minority cultures, traditions, and influences, and so, I find it problematic and 
simplistic to discuss "China" or "tradition" in any sort of monolithic terms. That is why the most 
interesting works of art address these questions from an honest and thoughtful perspective 
based on individual and familial experience. So, I don't think it is possible or interesting to 
define "contemporary Chinese art" in a sentence or two in the same way I don't think it's 
possible to create an overall definition of "China" or "tradition." Rather, I hope that one goal this 
blog can achieve is to explore the different ways artists probe their surroundings and their 
relationships with local, national, and international histories and flows of knowledge in order to 
break down any preconceived and simplistic ideas we may have.   
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At this point I feel like we have both covered our backgrounds, our goals for the blog, and 
some important questions that are on our minds in regard to contemporary Chinese art. So, I 
can't think of any more questions for this section. Please let me know if you can.  

Madeline 

>�>�� 

Hi Ellen, 
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<ǟŐșȰ'´ɎǟŐí¹�ËK·ǳǵ�ǬƉj�´ƅǞª�´ā<ǟŐL«·í¹�ƖǮǻ�ù#ɉƖ
_ƷT�(Ǿ�·ȯĲ��ƍƺ*�-ó�Ɩ7Ç�ȁÄ49·ǼȂȯ�Ɉə�ƚȚŔ(ȂƖ�Ĉ·+_+
“r”Ç�Ñªyý�ÑSéwæɔ���Ƨ·ƋȂæɔ�Ǒ·ŉȭ�Ęǻ��ǐŁɃŽ�ţËMĻĞİ�
ƖȽHǟŐØ�Ęň¤Ɋ;4ȺȎ·�´¶ƍ¶ɇô·ŤȰǪǟŐpLƖǟŐØ�Ł“Rt�ǟŐØ”ûï
kȯ.ƋȂŅĨȯ.ǟŐØ>ƖpLĝŬ�Ʈ��´ǟŐEǇƖĻŬȂ�Ĝ=�ǽĘ>��OÍŔȎ���
ňƒÐ+ã��Dã��;»öKPRȰǪpLƖ4pȸjƖL«ǮÓ"�“tºǟŐ”Ý÷“Rt�ǟŐ”�
���LɊs4ȓȂ�´ǟŐØ——“OûYü� ����Ë¬��´ā<ǟŐØ�Ęǻ�ȯƧ´Ø�"Ɩ
RɃŽŷ+�´��ĸ��Ĝ=ľȂǍüezËK·ǫɄ��4ŀđǰÿ�´ØȻ0Ü+��4ƖǛĘÓ"
ŊÄɃǰ�ǑāĘ>đǰ�Ó"���´Ļ<ā<ǟŐØŁȑŀ�ȯɈəƚȚŔ�ÂŒ�Gȯē¨Ɲǰ�Ƒ
ÓǟŐØ>Ł¡é+ȯ�ǣƔǑß;>lƵ�ţË Okwei EnwezorǼȂȫƖ�·]Ɗ�ƖȜ}��Ƒ�¸
ƖǔƷĒ�ƹÚ�Ĝ=ōŋ��ǟŐ`ßÅpLjĸ��Ò]ƼƶªţǇƖ¸Ļĸ�ŁĿ�ƉÔ�åɏƖ�
Ęǻ�·ā�ƖǖŃ�Ę>�øȌɈ“���Rt�ǟŐ�”Ý�“Z'A]"�ü�”“���EǇ�” B
ȑ�Ŋȯ�œÌƖ¸H�°ưȯ.Ɉə:Ǒǅȯ�(ȂİPƋȂşŚ�±��´ȯWÆƖ´ØŊƝ��àķ
ũĽƖĸ�EǇªă¬�Ĝ=Ęǻ�đǰƎ��ƖŐȍ�ȋɁ“R”N“EǇ”�ȫ+Ƴ��Ǫ�ȷƖ�ȯ%
ǷɁ'�5!ǒ4Ý¨ƖǟŐL«ĄĄŁȷȫ�4ǂ�ªJDôƎőÔ��ųuƖǳǶŔǬȪ�Ĝ=�ãË
ŘĘ>ľŬ·�ǹƃȍ#ɉÓ"“R”N“EǇ”û�>�ŝľŬƎ��Eȉ�Ó"“Rt�ǟŐ”�ÊCû
�j¡ȯ��ÖƖ��ƘŜŁ��Ĭ��ǟŐØ�ǛƇƅƖǬƉĝŬŔèƣ�¼č�´Ø ǜ´Ɏ�Ɩ��
ªƞȅ�ƠǷĘ>ȫ+Ƴ�ƖđŬ� 

Ɖ·Ę>ȿìǂ8ǁ'Ę>Ɩ�4ǂ�ªÜ+ȯ��ÖƖƘŜ�=�Ę>Ĉ��._+�´ā<ǟŐƖ
Ɉə�Ĝ=Ęń�đ�tŇÄ·ȯ�ƈǠȌɈƖɈə�ËŘMđt�.Ɉə�ȏ�Ęl1� 

Madeline 

 

October 16 

Madeline, 

I think you make several interesting observations, in particular, your hesitation to 
generalize "China," and by extension, contemporary Chinese art, and its relationship to a single 
veined "tradition." As I reflect on contemporary art-making in China, I also struggle to sum it up 
in a few short sentences. However, what does come to mind is an evolving amalgamation of 
China�s many layered pasts, presents, and arguably futures. 

In my mind, it is impossible to view contemporary art making independently from its 
cultural, political and historical context. Of course, Chinese art has emerged within the context 
of rapid and complex social change in China. However, within contemporary Chinese work, 
conscious allusions are also constantly being made to numerous cultural and political historical 
frameworks. 

As Gao Minglu has pointed out, some critics and art historians impose their own "Western 
historical patterns and esoteric standards" in their analysis of contemporary Chinese art. Like 
you mentioned, I think it is important to avoid our own "Western" predisposed urges when 
examining Chinese work made within the last five decades. China's history and unique cultural 
context make it impossible to neatly categorize contemporary Chinese art using a Western 
model and/or Western labels. 
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For example, consider the groundbreaking 1989 China/Avant-Garde exhibition. While the 
Chinese title RƉ�ǟŐg literally translates to Chinese Modern Art Exhibition, the organizers 
adopted the English title China/Avant-Garde, as a Western audience may assume that a 
"modern art" exhibition would include work created during the first half of the twentieth 
century. 

I think it's really important to think about different approaches to language and meaning 
when reflecting contemporary Chinese works. It is rare that I pick up a book or have a 
conversation with a Chinese artist where an allegory to history or a �ȍ (Chinese idiom) is not 
dropped time and time again. These four character idioms are often deeply rooted in Chinese 
cultural and philosophical history, and often capture the essence of one's thought like no other 
piece of language can. Despite China's turn towards globalization, I still believe that elements 
of "tradition," as uncomfortable as this term may make some feel, are still relevant in our 
discussion of contemporary Chinese art. 

Some critics would argue that the more individualistic a work is, the "truer" it is. However, 
this argument dismisses the work’s integral connection to history, society, and to culture in 
general. Of course, as we think more about work made by a younger generation of artists born 
more than a decade after the Cultural Revolution, I have more questions about their work in 
relationship to culture. I am especially interested in further exploring this topic. 

Ellen  

>�>0� 

Madeline, 

�ǻ�MǲÛtĆÄŊȝƖƉȔ�âaŁ�·Ƴ�“R”Ç]"ŀMƖȡȢ�  
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Ellen  
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